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POSEIDON - A distinctive mix of 6 randomly-blended deco pieces, designed exclusively for use with Atlantis, or as its own field tile assortment.

3”x12” BULLNOSE
12” X 12”

12” X 12” MOSAIC
2”x2” CHIP

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION TABLE
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

TEST

AVG.RESULTS

Visible Abrasion Resistance

ASTM C1027

4

Water Absorption

ASTM C373

0.10%

Staining Resistance

ASTM C650

Class A

Dynamic C.O.F.

BOT 3000

> .42

MOHS

7

Breaking Strength

ASTM C648

354 lbf

It was over 2300 years ago that the Greek philosopher Plato first wrote about the lost city of Atlantis — forever embedding
in the human imagination the vision of a utopian city on the ocean. Through the millennia, aspiring adventurers have lost
fortunes attempting to uncover this wonder of the ancient world.
Fast-forward to the present day. Mediterranea’s tile design team has performed its own relentless exploration - through a vast
palette of colors and stones, inspired by the vision of a magnificent world lost to the sea eons ago. The result is ATLANTIS
- a porcelain tile series that pays homage to the imagination of both explorers and designers. Each tile is designed with rich
and varied colorations to perfectly blend together when installed - bringing our vision of the “Lost World” of Atlantis to life.
To complete the design package, ATLANTIS is paired with 6 unique deco tiles called POSEIDON. Packaged separately,
POSEIDON decos can be mixed as accent tiles, or utilized as their own distinctive field tile design. The graphic background
randomly shifts within each tile, so any installation of POSEIDON decos delivers a beautiful blend of colors and patterns
reminiscent of old-world design tradition.
ATLANTIS is made in the USA in an installer-friendly 12”x12” format, with mosaic sheets and bullnose trim available to
complete the design package. With ATLANTIS, Mediterranea has designed a tile series that is all-new; while still evoking the
magnificence and spirit of historic designs that span civilizations.
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